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Interictal epileptic activity in epilepsy patients and its impact on simulated driving
Objective: To analyze effects of interictal epileptic activity (IEA) on reactivity and aspects of the fitness to drive in epilepsy 
patients.

Methods: Adolescent and adult patients with demonstration of focal or generalized bursts of IEA in electroencephalography 
(EEG) readings within 1 year prior to inclusion irrespective of medication performed a car driving test on a laptop, a single 
light flash test or drove in a realistic simulator while electroencephalography (EEG) was simultaneously recorded. Reaction 
times (RTs), virtual crashes, or lapses (RT≥1 s in the car or flash test), and additionally breaking distances in the realistic 
simulator were measured in an IEA burst–triggered fashion during IEA and compared to RTs and breaking distances obtained 
in normal EEG within the same individual session.

Results: IEA significantly prolonged RT and virtual crashes. Breaking distances in the simulator were significantly prolonged 
by IEA, but had to be mathematically speed-adjusted as breaking distances are dependent on initial speed and patients drove 
the simulator at variable velocities. The number of antiepileptic drugs (AED) correlated with prolonged RTs during normal 
EEG but not with IEA-associated RT prolongation or crashes/lapses.

Significance: IEA prolonged RTs to varying extents in all tests, dependent on IEA type. IEA-associated crashes in the car 
test were significantly more frequent than during normal EEG. Significant breaking distance prolongations may indicate IEA 
relevance beyond a driving simulator context. AEDs somewhat reduced psychomotor speed, but it was mainly the IEA that 
contributed to an excess of virtual accidents.
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